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For Workers and Against Exploiters.

Narrow-minded and short-sighted Socialists
complain of plagiarism from a Socialist platform
by the Democratic platform of Ohio, and pluto
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cratic Democrats and plutocratic Republicans sneer
at the same alleged plagiarism for its Socialist
origin. It can be stated as a fact that there was
no conscious plagiarism from any source. It is
evident, moreover, that the sentiment did not
originate in any Socialist Party platform. But
even if it had originated in a Socialist Party plat
form and had been copied by the Democrats of
Ohio verbatim, what of it?

Socialists who think

more of their principles than of their party label
should welcome the adoption of any of their prin
ciples by another party; and plutocrats should have
the manhood to contest a principle upon its sound
ness and not upon the original source of its verbal
expression. The question with all “full-bearded
men” is not the source of a declaration but its es

sential righteousness. And who disputes the right
eousness of the declaration which the Democrats

of Ohio are accused of plagiarizing from a Social
ist platform 2 Here it is:
In the eternal struggle between the many who
produce more than they enjoy and the few who enjoy
more than they produce, Democracy takes its stand
with the many.
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Does any one deny that the many produce more
than they enjoy, or that the few enjoy more than
they produce? He may deny, but the facts are
against him. Would any political party stand
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candidly with the few who enjoy more than they

complete single tax in Oregon would not be far

produce and against the many who produce more
than they enjoy 2 That party would suffer igno

away. Toward the necessary campaign fund to
accomplish this purpose, some contributions have
already been made. Daniel Kiefer, of Cincinnati,
has procured a good many more or less modest
ones, and Joseph Fels of Philadelphia and Lon
don has, in addition to his previous contributions,
just sent on a thousand dollars. Although the
time is short, a few such contributions might as
sure the triumph of the measure.

minious defeat and deserve to suffer it. Does any
political party want a copyright monopoly of the
proposition? That party would be a base pre
tender. That the Democratic party of Ohio has
unreservedly made this declaration, and committed

itself to specific measures in furtherance of it, is
an honor to the party in Ohio and a sign of prom
ise for its future throughout the Republic.

+

+

+

The Tax Question in Oregon.
Early in June the Oregon referendum on taxa
tion (p. 122) occurs. This question is heralded as
a single tax question. It is a single tax question,
but not the single tax question. That is, it is in
the direction of the single tax, for it would abolish
the taxation of homes and industry in a good many
f

-

-

*H

The Socialist Party in America.
In making their platform more opportunistic, in
harmony with the Milwaukee policy, the Socialist
convention at Chicago last week has placed the

party in position to get the votes, under certain
possible circumstances, not only of those socialists
who do not take kindly to side-party voting, and of
non-socialists whose sympathies are in many re

respects, and cast tax burdens to that extent upon
the monopolizers of valuable land in proportion to

spects with the socialist movement, but also of a
large contingent of radical-minded voters who are

its value. It differs from the single tax, therefore,

neither socialist nor socialistic.

only in the fact that the single tax would cast not
merely some tax burdens but every tax burden,
upon monopolizers of valuable land in proportion
to its value, exempting industry and thrift alto
gether.
+

Maybe it would have been better to present the

question absolutely in its fullness, so as to draw
a square vote for or against the single tax, even in
the expectation of overwhelming defeat. Maybe

+

To predict the figure the party will cut in the
election returns would be less in the nature of

prophecy than of logical inference from plainly
observable facts. If put in the alternative with
reference to important facts not yet developed, the
inference might have great certainty. It would
amount to this, that the vote of the Socialist party

will largely increase, or largely sag, according to

it would have been better to present the principle

the action of the Democratic party

on a single concrete issue, such as the exemption

Should this be progressive, the vote of the Socialist
party will probably sag; should it be reactionary,
the vote of the Socialist party will probably in

of the personal property and improvements of
small homes and small farms, and go in to win.
But these points are not for the present debatable.
The question has been formulated, the official ar
gument for it has gone out, it will be on the official
ballot, and in hardly more than two weeks it will
be voted upon by the people of Oregon. Its pro
moters believe that if they had a fund of $10,000
with which to send out speakers and distribute lit
erature, so as to overcome the effect of the mis
representations of the great land monopolists and
their newspaper allies, the measure could be
carried.

CreaSe.

at

Denver.

-

+

The reasons for that conclusion are clear enough

to any student of American politics. They should
be clear enough to any student of human nature,
whether he has studied American politics or not.
It is not in human nature, as a rule, to support

repeatedly what obviously has no chance of win
ning, if by doing so the interests of a second choice
may be jeopardized. This is true of everything,
from betting on horse races to voting at Presi

•F

dential elections. Some men will “vote for a prin

If this measure were carried, the victory for
good government would be great; and the oppor

ciple,” as they say, again and again and again.
But what they are really voting for is not a prin
ciple but a pet organization; no one really votes
for a principle who uses his vote repeatedly in such
manner as obviously not to promote the general
acceptance of his principle or of some part of it.

tunities for labor in Oregon—with untaxed farms
and factories, and with highly taxed lands now held
out of use for higher prices—would immensely
multiply. Such defects as there might be in the law
could be rectified easily, and the adoption of the

These voters follow the usual rule of human na
*
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ture. They vote repeatedly and futilely for their
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Meanwhile, the vote for Debs next November

second

will probably, we repeat, rise above or fall below

choice. But voters without a second choice are few.

that of 1904, according to the action of the Demo
crats at Denver. The nomination of a reactionary
Democrat would send many a vote over to Debs for
this occasion; the nomination of Bryan will have

pet organization because they have

no

Even Socialist voters, most of them, would rather
have a Dunne than a Busse as second choice; a fact

that distinctly appeared at the Chicago election of
1907, when the Socialist vote fell from above 40,
000 to below 14,000—from about 12 per cent of the
total to less than 4 per cent. So they would rather
have either a Bryan or a Taft than the other, as
will appear at the election next Fall if a campaign
between these two flames up in great political heat.
It is this characteristic of human

nature

that

makes impossible the steady growth of side-parties.
Our electoral methods discourage continuous side
party voting. Unless a side-party jumps at once

into first or second place, as the Republican party
did in the '50s, it is never likely to become a real
political party.
-

Let us illustrate.

•+

Here is

a

radical-minded

man, a Socialist if you please, but not party-bound
although party inclined. If his vote would elect
Debs, he would vote for Debs; but he knows it will
not.

He knows this because the vote of the last

election is indicative of the vote of the next.

If

an opposite effect. In neither case would the Debs
vote be distinctively socialist.

In the latter case

he would lose socialist votes; in the former he
would gain non-socialist votes.
+

+

Censoring Poverty Pictures.
A most ridiculous fiasco was the attempt of the
Chief of Police of Chicago, he of Averbuch fame
(vol. x, p. 1232), to censor the Socialists on the
occasion of their national convention in Chicago
last week.

He confiscated lantern slides which

they had proposed exhibiting, and forbade their
exhibition.

These slides offended this Russianized

policeman because they showed some of the bitter
contrasts of wealth and poverty—wealth with idle
ness, poverty with industry—which characterize
our plutocratic civilization. Had this been an
anarchist convention, the invasion of the police
might have gone unrebuked, for anarchists are
non-resistants. They won’t even appeal to the

he has no second choice he will vote for Debs just courts. But the Chief of Police fell into the vul
the same, and keep on doing so election after elec gar error of confusing anarchism and socialism;
tion. But suppose he wants Bryan in preference.
and the result was as if he had reached his hand
to Taft.

Then his vote for Debs would be half a
into a nest of business-ended bumble bees under

vote against Bryan, and Debs wouldn't get it. He
would vote against his first choice because he
would know that as between the two only his sec
ond choice has any chance of winning. The trou
ble lies in the electoral method which allows plur
alities to decide. If we required electoral decis

ions by majorities, as they do in parliamentary
elections on the continent of Europe, our hypo
thetical voter would vote for Debs no matter how

hopeless his chances. Why? Because Bryan could
not be defeated unless Taft got a clear majority.
A vote for Debs, instead of being half a vote

against Bryan, would be a whole vote against Taft.
It could not affect Bryan otherwise than by elect

ing Debs. For, if none of the three got a major
ity at the first election, the two highest would
contest at a second election.

So, if Taft got a

plurality at first, and Bryan came next, the Debs
voter would have a chance to cast an effective vote

the mistaken impression that they were of the
white-face variety. He got unexpectedly stung.
The Socialists’ slides had been confiscated, police
fashion, but duplicates were got, and these the So
cialists threw out upon their screen, one after an

other, accompanied with taunts at the police. Those
irreverent Socialists had no conscientious scruples
against challenging a resort to the courts; and of
course the police chieftain silently permitted what
only two days before he had bumptiously proscribed. The Russianizing process hasn’t yet gone
far enough to encourage policemen to interfere
with the freedom of Americans who are ready to

fight back vigorously with the weapons of the law.
+

So far as the Chief of Police is concerned, this
episode might not be worth the mention. But
there is a current notion among the self-labeled

for Bryan after first voting for Debs. He would

“better element” that it is dangerous to show to

therefore have no temptation to vote against his
first but possibly hopeless choice, in order to pro
tect his second but hopeful one. When we adopt
majority instead of plurality electoral methods,

an impoverished populace any pictures which bring

side-parties may spring up and flourish. But not
before.

examples of unearned wealth and undeserved pov

erty into striking contrast. They fear that such
exhibitions may provoke sanguinary assaults by
the poor upon the rich. This is the true ostrich
spirit. Our social ostriches don’t seem to realize

172
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plorable contrasts by suppressing pictures of them.
Pray, what is it that moves the hungry and mind

to its conductors and motormen, You work and
vote as citizens for an extension of our franchises,
and after we get the extensions we will raise your

diseased man now and then to make insane war

pay two cents an hour. It was a pretty penurious

upon society? Is it pictures of social contrasts,
or the contrasts themselves? Starving men need

proposition financially, as well as a shadowy one
morally. But the men accepted it, and now they
are striking against the municipal company to
compel it to carry out this secret contract, made

that you can’t prevent any natural result of de

no pictures to inform them of their own plight, nor
of the suffering of dear ones, and through the most
ordinary channels of news they may learn of the
grim contrasts which some of those censored So
cialist pictures showed—the one, for instance, of
dogs falling heir to legacies and with a superabun
dance of delicacies eating themselves into apoplec
tic fits.
-

*

against the public interests and against all the in
terests the municipal holding company then rep
resented and now represents. It is not necessary
we repeat, to be especially blessed with visual
faculties in order to recognize in the present fracas
the fine Italian hand of the old management.

º

*

*F

+.

The Cleveland Street Car Strike.

An Anti-Climax in Postal Censorship.

No opera glass is needed to enable one to per
ceive the true meaning of the Cleveland street car
strike. The fact that the plutocratic newspapers
attribute it to the adoption of 3-cent fares, when
it has no more connection with that policy than it
has with the ocean tides, is itself suggestive. The
fact that the national officers of the street car or

ganization had held co-operative relations with
the old monopoly company throughout its war with
Mayor Johnson, throws a side light upon the mat
ter. The fact that these officers tried to help the
old monopoly company, by unreasonably withdraw
ing their charter from the organization of the em

ployes of the low fare companies, is not without
point. The fact that the national officers have
held out against arbitrating all the questions at

The most noted and one of the most exaspera
ting instances of postal outlawry (p. 147) is that
of Edward G. Lewis of St. Louis, whose trial be
fore a jury for the identical offense for which he
is a postal outlaw has just resulted in an acquittal.
Mr. Lewis's business was raided not long after the
coming of George B. Cortelyou into the office of
Postmaster General, following his service as chair
man of the national committee and his exploits in
raising tainted funds from corporations for Re
publican campaign purposes. Postal detectives
searched Mr. Lewis's business establishment with

out law and without warrant. With hardly the
pretense of a trial, and upon the one-sided testi
mony of these detectives, the Postmaster General

issued a “fraud” order and thereby postally out
issue, although the company was willing to do so,

lawed Mr. Lewis for life.

is another item. But most illuminative of all is
the fact that the strike is for the enforcement

wife were returned to her by the Department, un

Even letters from his

opened and stamped with the word “fraudulent.”
against the new management of a contract made
secretly with the old one and contrary to public
policy.
*

Of course his business was ruined.

It was a mail

order business, absolutely dependent upon the
postal service for its continuance, and when all
letters addressed to it were returned without de

This indefensible contract was made by the old livery it collapsed. Searching legal investigation
management at a time when it was trying to secure
a renewal of its franchises.

To succeed in that

object it had to have votes in the Council. To
succeed in this purpose it had to have votes at the

polls. To succeed in this, it needed the active sup

subsequently showed the business, though novel,
to be legitimate; and no one lost a dollar by it ex

cept the stockholders, whose loss of some 15 per
cent was directly due to the interference of the
Post Office Department.

port politically of its employes. And to get their
+

support, it made the secret contract in question.
At that time the low fare company was paying its
men a cent an hour more than the monopoly com

pany was paying for like service. Being applied
to for the same increase of pay for its own men,
the monopoly company compromised upon an in
crease of two cents an hour instead of one, but
made the increase contingent upon its franchises
being renewed. In other words, it said in effect

Why the Department interfered in this high
handed manner no one appears to know. It is
known, of course, that the business was prejudicial
to banking and express company interests, and
that tainted funds were contributed for the Re

publican campaign by large corporations; but no
direct connection between the banks and the ex

press companies on the one hand, and Mr. Cortel
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you as chairman of the Republican committee and

The great mass of shippers would serve them

as Postmaster General on the other, is visible.
Yet Mr. Madden’s resignation was called for be
cause he, the head of the appropriate bureau, re
fused to act against the Lewis business; and Mr.
Lewis's name was put for life upon the index of
postal outlaws. When a prosecution of Lewis

selves and their country best were they to learn

came to trial at St. Louis before the Federal Court

on the 14th upon criminal indictment, for the
same offense for which he has been a postal outlaw
these three years past, the Post Office Department
was unable to make even a prima facie case against
him, and the court directed the jury to find a
verdict of acquittal. What more could be wanted
to make a case for the repeal of these Russsianistic
postal exclusion laws?
**

º

The Bamboozled Business Man.

If the ordinary business man gave more thought
to industrial questions and less abject obedience to
Big Business leaders, he might be on better terms
with his workmen, his customers, and the world

in general. But he is usually so densely ignorant

the lesson that their real allies in industrial con

flicts are not the privileged interests to whose
leadership and threats they now so readily sub
mit, but the unprivileged workers. The interests
of the unprivileged business man and organized
workingmen are alike if they but knew it, and both

are hostile to privileged railroad corporations and
favored shippers.
+

Discriminating Freight Rates.
Notwithstanding the regulations against favor
itism in serving shippers, railroad freight rates are
practically as discriminating as ever. The process
is secret, of course; it must be so to make it effect

ive. But shippers in the secret have a deadly
advantage over others, who are often simple
enough to credit their successful competitors with
superior ability when they ought in all good con
science to accuse them of inferior honesty. The
principal facts were brought out by Mr. Frederick

F. Ingram of Detroit, as chairman of the freight
and transportation committee of the Manufactur

of everything but the rule-of-thumb methods of
his business, that shrewd beneficiaries of profitable
privileges can lead him by the nose. The Van

ing Perfumers’ Association at the recent conven
tion of that organization in New York. Accord

Cleave and the C. W. Post combinations are in

the shipper who knows how, to secure a much

stances. But the most striking example is dis
closed by the recent conference of railroad cor
porations and railroad shippers over the question

lower rate than that which the railroads advertise.

of railroad rates.

favorites from knowing how. The “trick is
turned” by means of “net” rates. “Net” rates are
published as the law requires, and they are legal;
but they are not posted so that every shipper may
see them, and when a shipper outside the ring dis
covers their existence he finds them so complicated
that J. Pierpont Morgan's game of solitaire is
simplicity itself in comparison. The rank and file
of shippers are completely baſiled by complexities
in the classification of goods and routes designed
for no other purpose than to confuse outsiders and
favor insiders. As the Detroit News editorially
describes the difficulty, “Only the big captains of
industry, who are able to procure the most advan
tageous classification on every system, can know
how to route their goods over the various lines
from point to point under the classification that
will secure the lowest rate on each system. The
consequence is that one shipper may be able to
send his product to a distant market or procure
his materials at a rate of 16 or 17 cents per hun
dredweight, while most of his competitors, being
unable to figure out the best rate, and, lacking the
friendly tip from the inside, must pay 30 or 35

+

The railroad corporations give the shippers an
ultimatum: Pay higher freight rates and distribute
the increase among your customers in higher
prices, or we will reduce the wages of railroad em
ployes. The shippers denounce this threat, but it
clearly disturbs them. Yet it is the emptiest kind

of a threat. Railroad corporations don’t pay the
wages they can afford to; they pay the wages they
have to. They cannot arbitrarily raise wages or
maintain wages in the face of slack business; nor
can they lower wages in the face of brisk business.
Now, which is the more likely to make brisk
business, high freight rates or low freight rates?

The question almost answers itself.

If freight

rates are low, business will be more brisk than if

they are higher; consequently there will be a
greater demand for railroad workmen; conse
quently railroad wages will tend upward and not
downward. The reverse will be the tendency if
freight rates are increased. Then why give the
slightest attention to this threat to arbitrarily lower
the wages of railroad men 2

ing to Mr. Ingram's report it is still possible for
Any one can do it who knows how, but great care
is taken by the railroads to prevent any one but

cents.” The joke of it is, however, that the de

Eleventh Year.
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frauded shippers get into “business” conventions
with the favored ones and fulminate together
against the wicked workingman. After their con
ventions, the favored shipper drinks champagne
with his cronies and winks his nether eye.
•K.

formation period in the center of the earth; third,
energy derived by the earth from the sun.
Little progress has been made in obtaining en

ergy of motion from the tides, although there is
possibility in this for the future.
The interior warmth of the earth has been

+

drawn upon as a source of energy in but a few
Parasitical Business—Lawful and Unlawful.

cases, and then only for heating purposes in the
Whenever President Roosevelt speaks of busi
ness methods that are socially destructive, he re
fers only to unlawful methods. But it is not the
unlawful business methods that do the great harm.
It is unfair methods of the lawful kind. When
a man earns a dollar, and a thief steals it unlaw
fully, the man may suffer but the thief is de

neighborhood of hot springs; nor is there much
prospect for the development of any means by
which this energy could be made available in
larger quantities.
Almost all the energy used by man in the past,
as well as at the present time, is derived from the
sun.

spised and if caught may be punished; society is

The sunshine of past geological periods, stored

not thrown out of balance, and even the loser for
gets his lost dollar in spending one he has after

up in coal, petroleum, natural gas and the like,
comprises one group. The second group consists
of energy that comes to the earth in the sunshine

ward earned.

But when a man earns a dollar

which is diverted by lawful means to another man,

and this goes on continually with every new dollar
he earns, the beneficiary is respected for his un
earned wealth, the loser is despised for his un
deserved poverty, and social adjustments are

thrown out of gear. Unlawful business unfair
ness is of few days and full of trouble for its
beneficiaries; but lawful business unfairness is of
indefinite duration, full of self-satisfaction and

ease for its beneficiaries, subtly oppressive to its
victims, and fundamentally destructive of social
harmony.

of the present time and is captured and held by
plants in chemical combinations, or as energy of
position by water evaporated and lifted to heights.
*H

Mere mention of the three words coal, petroleum
and natural gas brings to mind the names of the
men associated with those industries in this coun

try. As the country grew, the need of this energy
became greater, the deposits increased enormously
in value, and those who had possession of them
became wealthy and powerful. The thought that

-

*

+

these men are determining factors in our eco

•+

PROGRESS OF THE SPOILER.

nomic organization suggests the people's helpless
ness against their monopoly power.

The conference of Governors at Washington

The deposits that store up the sunshine of past

upon the call of President Roosevelt, was a signifi
cant gathering, especially with reference to its pro
test against the waste of our natural resources of

geological periods are alike in one respect: the
quantity is limited and the supply is exhaustible.
Each year our coal mines are becoming deeper
and the expense of operation greater. The report
of the Royal Commission in England that investi
gated the coal deposits of that country states that
within forty years the price of coal must mate

mine and forest and soil. But the emphasis of this

protest was not laid exactly where it belongs.
There is much less to fear from loss of energy

through the waste of natural resources, which the
protest emphasized, than there is from class con
trol of energy through their monopolization, which
is minimized if not entirely ignored.

From the

monopolization of natural resources, nothing but
the dependence of one class upon another can be
looked for; but the waste of the most important
is constantly repaired by Nature.

rially increase there or mining operations will
have to cease. Natural gas in this country does
not flow so freely as when first discovered; but
the petroleum cost and products are controlled

so completely by one organization that it is diffi
cult to venture an opinion about the tendency of
the price.
+

+

In comparison with those limited stores of the
There are approximately three sources of energy
available to man for use upon the earth. First,

energy stored up as momentum in the earth's ro
tary motion; second, heat persisting from the

sun's energy an immense volume of energy in
other forms flows in upon our earth each year.
If this great stream could be tapped and diverted
for human use it would last until the sun has
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lost its heat—a time almost beyond human cal
culation.

Take water power for example: . Each year a
stream of sunshine falling upon oceans, land and
lakes, evaporates moisture.

The water rises.

It

is lifted to the higher strata of the atmosphere
after moving great distances in the form of clouds

or invisible vapor, and is precipitated on the
mountains. When the snows melt it flows down to

natural power—the power stored up by the sun
ages ago in coal deposits and oil springs.
But the Big Interests are availing themselves
of crude property laws, survivals of a barbaric
civilization, to seize also upon the sources of the
sun's perennial supply of power. The following
quotation from the Chicago Tribune of April 13,
1908, is significant:
Big

Men

Obtain

Water

Power.

Investigation

the lower levels, gathers from brooks and creeks

Shows Control of Situation in Hands of Four.

into rivers, and reaches the ocean again. As it

Francisco, April 12.-A special to the Call from its
Washington correspondent says: “So clearly have
the financial and industrial leaders perceived the

approaches the lower levels it gives out kinetic
energy that was stored in it through evaporation

by the sunshine of the previous year. When this
energy is intercepted and harnessed at waterfalls
and converted into electricity, it becomes available
for human use. Each water power plant that is

built, when viewed from the perspective of his
tory, is an achievement almost as great as the first
use of fire. Man has tapped an endless stream
to assist the economy of his own body.
Then there is the energy which the sun stores

season by season in vegetation. The potato plant
that spreads over half a square yard receives sun
shine on its green leaves and makes use of that

energy to disintegrate carbonic acid, separating
the oxygen from the carbon and forming hydro
carbon, which it packs together conveniently in
the tuber under the ground in the form of starch.
Starch can be converted into alcohol, and thus the

energy of the sunshine that falls on the field is
made available for power purposes. Here also an
endless stream is tapped.
+

San

importance of water power that they have already
gobbled up practically every available source of
such power in the United States. The officers of the
reclamation

service

declare

that

E.

H.

Harriman

Controls the Water power situation in California
as absolutely as he controls the railroad situation.

At last accounts there was only one stream in Cali
fornia whose water power resources had not been

acquired.

The water power resources of the country

are Supposed to be in a Very few hands. Investiga
tion has led the government sleuths to the door of

three or four men—Harriman, Morgan, Rockefeller
and Weyerhaeuser.”

On the following day the Chicago Tribune's
own correspondent at Washington emphasized this
threatening situation. Referring, to a Presiden

tial message, calling a halt of the giving away of
water power, he wrote:
There are bills pending in Congress at the pres
ent time for the granting of river rights and water
power to individuals and corporations sufficient to

produce 340,000 horse power, according to the Presi
dent's method of figuring. It would take 30,000,000
tons of coal to produce this much power.

There is

no use giving away 30,000,000 tons of coal; therefore,
why give away 340,000 horse power?

There would be hope of liberation from those

There would be hope, but the Big Interests are

who have gained monopolistic control of the power

shrewder than the mass of people, and they al

of energy stored up by the sunshine of past pe

ready have started to corral for themselves all the
newly available sources of energy. Wasn't our

riods, in reflections like these, if the energy which

it supplies perennially were secured from monopo
lization. Each year new inventions make elec
tricity more useful: the Tungsten lamp, for in
stance, gets four times the light from a unit of
current that the Edison filament supplies. Each
year new invenions make it easier to transmit

electric energy great distances, thereby extending
the availability of water power over broader and
broader areas.

The internal combustion engine

makes available as energy of motion about thirty
to a hundred of the units of heat value contained

denatured alcohol legislation thwarted for a long
time? And now that it is finally passed, hasn't
it been subjected to the insidious influence of
the Standard Oil organization? The same men
are reaching out and are retaining for themselves

all the more important sources of water power in
this country, and also the important sources of
plant energy. Having a monopoly of the ancient
energy-gifts of the sun, they are reaching out for
a monopoly of his daily gifts of energy in other
forms.

in alcohol.

The progress of physical science is

+

rapid, and there is every reason to believe that
in a decade or two society would be thereby lib

Sometimes when I look into the future and

erated from the control of the Baers and Rocke

wonder how it all will end, I think of a little
talk I heard from the lips of Dr. Otto Winterer,

fellers based upon their owning the sources of
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when he was about to accept his third nine-year
term as Mayor of Freiburg, in Germany:
The past eighteen years were the best of my life.
They were spent in the service of your city. It was
a time of restless activity and I am now of an "age
when I should rather seek repose than new burdens.
One hope has actuated me for many years. If I
thought that it could be realized during my next
term of office I should accept the responsibility
Once in Ore.

will become an Imperial law, making it possible
for any city, State or community to get water
power right for an indefinite period.
Just two years ago, about fifty miles above Frei
burg, a private corporation sought a water power
franchise, the provisions of which read that all
the profits beyond a certain fair rate on the in
vestment are to go, to a large extent, into the

public treasury, and that the price of electricity

About fifteen miles from our city there flows the
Father Rhine. You all know how arbitrary are the
prices of coal fixed by the Coal Kartell. You re
member that grand effort

of the Prussian govern

ment to break this monopoly. You remember how
they bought stock in the Helvetia mines, but failed
to get control. We are at the mercy of those who
own the coal. They tell us what it will cost to heat

is to be under public control, and that after the
lapse of forty-nine years the franchise, with the
plant in running order, is to become the property

of the government without any payment whatever.
In the meantime the government has the right to
purchase at the investment price, plus an addi

our houses; they determine the expense for power
that operates our factories. In addition our coal is

tional ten per cent.

inevitably

ment has gone even further.

becoming

more

expensive

sources of supply are being depleted.

because

the

Soon there will be

There in the

Rhine west of us flow thousands of horse-power
waiting for the control of man. When the State
government last year proposed to give a concession

for this to a private company I protested without
waiting for action of the councilmen. I told the gov
ernment that this was God's heritage to our children
and that it was wrong to cede it to a profit-making
organization. I reminded them of that company that
fifteen years ago came so slyly to one department

of our State and said:

Just across the Swiss frontier the Swiss Govern

“If you will grant us this

water power we will, at our expense, undertake the
arduous and expensive work of experimenting on
the distance transmission of electricity.” They gave
, them the power and then discovered that all this
experimentation had been done by others before,
and that when they promised to attempt to try
whether it would be possible to send a current sixty
miles they already knew that, and the whole was
merely a device to get control of an excellent
water power site.

a network of live wires spanning that country like
a telephone system, into which water plants loca
ted at ends of mountain falls will feed their quiv
ering energy, and from which energy various
towns, villages and factories can draw their supply.
The State railways will soon be operated by elec
tricity exclusively. And back of the whole de
velopment there is the deliberate and conscious
policy of the Swiss people to conserve for them

selves and their children the advantage of this

new development, which is certainly not the re
sult of the efforts of those who are scheming in
all countries to get control of water power rights.
It is truly a social product.
+

long we shall have the power that we need.
It will
be my plan to have the city of Freiburg build a dam

Shall we of this Republic, who have been de
spoiled of our common heritage of coal and oil,
free gifts of ancient energy from the sun–shall
we despoil ourselves and our children and our
children’s children of the gifts of energy which

that will develop 24,000 horse power. It will take

the sun perennially pours down upon mankind?

Electricity is the “white coal” of the future. Every
invention will make it
as the sun shines our

an

investment

of

about

more available. As long
rivers will flow, and so

five

million

dollars.

We

EDWARD A. RUMELY.

shall transmit the current over the country, operate

+

*F

+

our own street car lines, and sell light and power to
the citizens of our town; furnish energy at a low
cost to the factories of this district, sell the surplus

to the neighboring villages and mountains, and we
shall leave our children a plant that yearly will be

come more available, instead of delivering them to
the machinations of a corporation that will always
strive to get the last cent of profit.

CONGRESSMAN BURTON'S AMERI
CANISM.
Is the House of Representatives representative?
Are the people of the United States a flock of
sheep following a bell-wether, as the House fol
lows its leaders?

If, with your support, I shall succeed in this I
shall count it as the greatest work of my life. If
I have reason to believe that the City Council will

carry out a plan of this kind, I will accept the re
appointment.

Dr. Winterer was re-elected. The city of Frei

burg is carrying out this plan. Over all Germany
the government has inaugurated a policy which

If the House is a deliberative

body as it is supposed to be, when does it deliber
ate and who are its deliberators? Cast your eye
over the rows of puerile puppets, bound by ropes
of “rules” of their own making, and seldom you
see one measuring up to the inches of a Man. Sel
dom, indeed, but praised be! there is one once in
a while.
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Once in a while a representative actually has an

ly. Burton is that size of a man. The people of

idea of his own and dares to voice it, whether it
suits the party, the President and the puppet-pull
er or not. Among these once-in-a-whilers shines
Burton of Ohio. Burton is no Lucifer, no Eter
nal Rebel daring to assault the walls of heaven.
Neither is he a Luther to overturn the Highest
Hierarchy and erect a new altar for his own wor
ship. Seldom does he lay hands upon the ark of
the Republican covenant; but when he does, he
smites it solidly and he usually jars a command

Cleveland who rebuked him so decisively for his
stand upon the municipal traction question, com
mend him just as readily for his Congressional in
dependence.
EDMUND V. COOKE.

NEWS NARRATIVE
To use the reference figures of this Department for
obtaining continuous news narratives:

ment loose.

Observe the reference figures in any article; turn back to the page
they indicate and find there the next preceding article on the same

On the subject of ship subsidy he stood forth
and spoke in tones which his party heard, and the
attempt to heap favors upon one more special in
terest at the expense of the rest of the people fail

subject; observe the reference figures in that article, and turn back

each article in chronological order, and you will have a continuous

ed—temporarily at least. And now he speaks
again (p. 73) just as bravely and, let us hope, as
effectively.

Democracy in Ohio.

*

+

as before; continue until you come to the earliest article on the sub
ject; then retrace your course through the indicated pages, reading
news narrative of the subject from its historical beginnings to date.

Week ending Tuesday, May 19, 1908.

The Democratic campaign in Ohio (p. 155)
may be said to have opened with a conference at

The other day Hobson got out a special edition
of his “War Cry,” donned his “Salvation Army”
costume, and made his demand for an overwhelm
ing navy, and hang the expense. It was a good

Columbus on the 15th between Tom L. Johnson

drum, cry “Hurrah for Us!” and yell for the Old
Flag and an appropriation. It always goes with

adopted at the State convention.

and Judson Harmon. Ben L. Allen, the Cleve
land Plain Dealer’s representative at Columbus,
reported this conference as having been arranged
by Senator Schmidt of Cleveland, and as having re
speech as speeches go. It ought to be, for he has' sulted in harmony between the candidate and Mr.
been rehearsing it for ten years around the Chau Johnson. He says:
tauqua circuit. It's an easy thing to beat the
Harmon will stand squarely on the platform
the galleries, and Geo. Cohan and R. P. Hobson

That his position .

will be made clear in a public address before the
end of the month seems certain. “Mayor Johnson

know it.

is all right, and there is nothing but unanimity in
the Democratic party,’” said Harmon at the conclu

Hobson did well, but he reckoned without his
Burton. Rising in his place, Burton delivered

sion of the conference. “Do you accept the platform
adopted by the State convention?” was asked.

an impromptu reply which took all the fizzle out

“Accept it! Why, have I not been running on it for

of Hobson’s rocket, and showed its flimsy stick.
Of course, as far as the actual action of Congress

a week?" was the reply.

went, it depended upon what Cannon and his co

+

Mr. Allen's understanding of the matter is con

terie decided. But Burton is to be commended for firmed by the following address issued by Mr.
all that.

Johnson from Cleveland immediately after the

The familiar fallacy that the peace of the world

depends upon every nation straining every nerve
to maintain the largest navy, is just as reasonable

as the supposition that the man who carries two
self-cocking revolvers and a bowie-knife is a peace
loving citizen, and the man who goes unarmed is
dangerous.
England has been “mistress of the seas” for
over a century and has had more wars than any
other country, so effectively does a large navy make

for peace. And look what a handful of Boers did
to her on the kopjes and veldts where she couldn't

use her “largest navy.”
It takes a large man to fight the Administration
of his own party on a popular measure which is
so easily dubbed “patriotic,” and to do it effective

conference:
We are all interested in the nomination and elec
tion of Mr. Bryan. At our State convention, it is
true that some of us did not accomplish all the

things we would have liked to accomplish, but I am
sure that we have very reason to feel greatly en
couraged. In making our fight we all believed we
were working for the best interests of real democ

racy. A majority of the Convention thought other
wise. I make my fights in the open—before conven
tions, not afterwards. The most democratic plat
form ever adopted by a State convention is ours. I
sincerely hope all the candidates will stand squarely
on it. The vital planks are the Initiative and Refer
endum, or Direct Legislation, and the Franchise

Tax. The former gives the people absolute control
of their government. The latter proposition means
that a thousand million

dollars of franchise value

now untaxed will be placed upon the tax duplicate,
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thereby lessening the burden upon the farmers and
home owners.

The burden should be placed upon

monopoly, where it belongs. Defeats are but inci
dents. Our next campaign has already begun. The
truth may lose some battles but it never lost a War.
My ambition in politics is to see the grasp of mon
opoly upon the people broken. I want to see the peo
ple own their streets, their street railroads, their
water works and their lighting plant. In other
words, I want soon to see the day when valuable
public franchises will no longer be handed over to
private interests to be manipulated for private profit.

adopted opposing stimulated immigration and pro
viding for a committee to investigate the subject
of Asiatic exclusion.

The platform as adopted finally on the 17th,
after several days' discussion between the oppor
tunist and the academic factions, which was at

times intense, is in the hands of a committee for
literary revision. It will be given out for publica
tion by this committee.
+

+

+
Presidential Politics.

Reports of the 16th from Washington were to
the effect that all the delegates to the Republican

national

convention (p. 156) have

now been

The Convention adjourned finally on the 17th
after a ratification meeting at Orchestra Hall on
the 16th. The proceedings were meagerly and
poorly reported by the local newspapers except the
Daily Socialist.

elected and that the nomination of William H.

Taft for President is indicated by a majority of 92
on the first ballot. According to the reported fig
ures, 483 delegates are instructed for him, 68 were
elected along with an endorsement of him, and 31
have declared for him, making a total of 582 for
Taft, and leaving 227 pledged to other candidates,
and 171 unpledged. There are 92 contests. Among
the other candidates instructed for are Hughes,
Cannom, Knox, Foraker, La Follette, Roosevelt
and Fairbanks. A report of the 18th gives Taft’s
total strength at 614.
*

In Democratic politics (p. 156) enough dele
gates have been instructed for Bryan to assure his
nomination provided the States that have not yet
acted shall instruct for him as it is now conceded

they will. The New York Herald of the 18th
gives his indicated total as 801, which is 129 more
than the necessary two-thirds. The opposition to
his nomination is noticeably dying down. At the
Alabama primaries on the 18th, which Governor
Johnson's managers expected to carry for Johnson,
the vote was 3 to 1 for Bryan; and on the 19th
both California and Washington instructed for
him.
+

*

+

An episode relating to the disposition of the
Chicago police to censor public meetings occurred
early in the week's work of the convention.

Ar

rangements had been made to exhibit lantern slide
pictures on the outer wall of the convention hall.
The exposure of some of these pictures was pro
hibited by Chief of Police Shippy on the ground
that they made contrasts of poverty and wealth
which might excite the populace to violent out
breaks. The censored views were as follows:
A picture of a bull dog. A picture of a poodle dog.
A picture of the interior of a workingman's home.
A picture of the home of W. K. Vanderbilt in New
York.

A bed line in the Bowery.

A bed room in

the St. Regis hotel. Unemployed men sleeping out
doors in winter on a grating. A private palace car.
A man riding on the trucks under a freight car.
The picture of a New Jersey judge. The banquet

hall of the Waldorf-Astoria hotel in New York.
the roof of a tenement house.

Sleeping on fire es

cape of tenement, East Side, New York. A party of
wealthy children. Two ragged little boys.

Two nights afterward the Socialists challenged the
Chief of Police by exhibiting every view he had
ordered suppressed, and displaying taunting lines

The Socialist Party Convention.

along with each view. No arrests were made.

The Socialist Party convention in session at
Chicago (p. 156) nominated on the 14th Eugene

The Labor Movement in Politics.

V. Debs of Indiana for President of the United

States, and Ben Hanford of New York for Vice
President. The candidates in opposition to Debs
were A. M. Simons of Illinois, Carl D. Thompson
of Wisconsin, and Wm. L. Carey of Massachusetts.
With 152 votes for Debs the nomination was made

unanimous. For Vice-President, Hanford receiv
ed 106 votes, Seymour Stedman 43, May Wood
Simons 20, and W. B. Slayton 15.
•+

A proposition to unite with the Socialist Labor
party was defeated; seven organizers for the
Southern States were authorized; a resolution was

A

coffee wagon. The Volunteers of America's bread
wagon. Waiting for a free breakfast. Sleeping on

+

+

At the meeting of the Chicago Federation of
Labor on the 18th, practical steps were taken for
influencing politics (p. 133) by action under the
new primary law of Illinois in order to secure in
both parties nominees friendly to organized labor.
The report of a committee representing 25 unions
was adopted, as follows:
*

That proper steps be taken to form an organiza
tion in every precinct in the City of Chicago for
the purpose of securing the nomination of candidates
for public offices who are friendly to organized labor.
That the Federation elect or appoint a committee on

political action, for the purpose of putting this plan
into effect and for taking such other action as may
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be necessary for carrying out the political program
of the American Federation of Labor.

That the of
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tion of soil erosion, the protection of headwaters and
the maintenance of the purity and navigability of

ficers of the Chicago Federation of Labor be in
structed to request the Illinois State Federation of

our streams.

Labor to call a conference of the central bodies of

and we recommend the enactment of laws looking
to the conservation of water resources for irrigation,

the State for the purpose of devising ways and
means for carrying out the political program of the
American

Federation of Labor.

*H

+

The Employers’ Movement in Politics.
A convention of the National Association of

Manufacturers, of which J. W. Van Cleave is
president, met at the Waldorf-Astoria hotel, New
York City, on the 19th, to arrange for a contest
against organized labor at the polls. Through the
influence of this organization, Congress has been
diverted from acting upon the President’s advice
in his last special message (pp. 98, 107), it being
now understood that the anti-injunction bill and

We recognize in our waters a most

valuable asset of the people of the United States,

water supply, power and navigation, to the end that
navigable and source streams may be brought under
complete control and fully utilized for every purpose.
We especially urge on the Federal Congress the im
mediate adoption of a wise, active and thorough
waterway policy. We recommend the enactment of
laws looking to the prevention of waste in the min
ing and extraction of coal, oil, gas and other min
erals with a view to their wise conservation for the

use of the people and to the protection of human
life in the mines.

In conclusion the declaration says: “Let us con
serve the foundations of our prosperity.”
*F

the labor amendments to the Sherman law will not

be passed. The convention proposes to take meas
ures for supporting members of Congress who re
fuse to be influenced by fear of the labor vote.
+

+

First Conference of Governors.

The first conference of Governors convened by
President Roosevelt (vol. x, p. 805) met in the
White House at Washington on the 13th along
with certain public men of distinction who had

The most significant part of the proceedings
was this expression of the President at the close,
with reference to grants of landed rights:
Where a privilege, which may be of untold value
in the future to the individual or grantee, is asked
from the Federal government, then the Federal gov
ernment should put into the grant a condition that
it shall not be a grant in perpetuity. If there is

necessity for the grant, then there must be power to
attach conditions to the grant.

Make it long enough

so that the corporation shall have ample material

been invited. President Roosevelt called it to order

reward.

in a speech in which he repeated the object of the
conference, “to consider the question of the con
servation and use of the great fundamental sources
of wealth of this nation.” The speakers included
Andrew Carnegie, James J. Hill, John Mitchell,
Governor Johnston of Minnesota, John Hays
Hammond, Elihu Root, Secretary Cortelyou, Gov
ernor Burke of North Dakota, Governor Folk of
Missouri, and William J. Bryan. After adopting
a declaration of principles reported by a commit

ple reward to the captain of industry, but not an in

tee of which Governor Blanchard of Louisiana was

chairman, and choosing an executive committee of
five to arrange for a similar meeting of Gov
ernors next year, the conference adjourned on the
15th after a three days’ session.
*

The corporation deserves it.

Give an am

terminable and indefinite reward. Put in a provis
ion that will enable the next generation, that will
enable our children at the end of a certain specified

period, to say what, in their judgment, should be
done with that great natural power which is of use

to the grantee only because the people as a whole
allow him to use it. It is eminently right that he
should be allowed to make ample profit from his de

velopment of it, but make him pay something for the
privilege, and make the grant for a fixed period, so
that when the conditions change, as in all probability
they will change, our children, the nation of the
future, shall have the right to determine the condi
tion upon which that privilege shall be enjoyed. In
these cases the State has not acted or can not act;
therefore I hold the nation should act. Where the
policy I advocate can be carried out best by the

State, let it be carried out by the State; where

The declaration begins in these terms:
We, the Governors of the States and Territories of

it

can be carried out best by the nation, let it be car
ried out by the nation. My concern is not with the
academic side of the question; I deal with the matter

the United States of America, in conference assem

from the standpoint of true popular interest, and

bled, do hereby declare the conviction that the great
prosperity of our country rests upon the abundant

therefore my desire is to employ indifferently either
the principle of States’ rights, or the principle of
national sovereignty, whichever in a given case Will
best conserve the needs of the people.

resources of the land chosen by our forefathers for
their homes and where they laid the foundation of

this great nation.

-

+

Thereupon the declaration, after dwelling upon
the importance of the subject, proceeds:
We urge the continuation and extension of forest

*H

Currency Legislation in Congress.

Like the belated discharge of a hang-fire musket,

currency legislation in Congress (p. 10), has

sud

policies adapted to secure the husbanding and re
newal of our diminishing timber supply, the preven

denly absorbed the attention of that body. By a
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vote of 128 to 16 the Republican members of the
lower House decided in conference on the 11th to

support what is known as the Vreeland bill. This
bill provides that—
banks, not less than ten in number, with an aggre
gate capital and surplus of at least $5,000,000, may

form voluntary associations to be known as “clearing
house associations”;
that if the needs
of
the country for currency are so pressing that in the
opinion of the Secretary of the Treasury an addi
tional issue of bank note circulation is necessary, the
banks belonging to a clearing house association may

deposit securities, including commercial paper, in
quality and amount acceptable to the association.

The association may thereupon appeal to the Sec
retary of the Treasury and he may issue an amount

of additional currency not to exceed 75 per cent of
the securities so deposited. The clearing house asso
ciations must be formed in contiguous territory, and

not more than one shall exist in any one city, nor

pany pending arbitration negotiations. In some
degree, also, the difficulty is between two labor
unions—the employes of the old monopoly system,
and the employes of the former low fare system.
The latter’s employes had formed a union and re
ceived a charter from the international body; but
the charter had been revoked by the international
officers because members of the union were stock

holders in the law fare company employing them.
The municipal company claims that this revocation
was invalid because made without notice to the low

fare company which had a contract with the union.
An agreement to arbitrate had been made between
the municipal holding company and the strikers;
and S. H. Tolles for the company and General Ed.
S. Meyer for the men were agreed upon and had
accepted as arbitrators, they to have power to
choose a referee if necessary. This was on the
12th. The questions to be arbitrated were:

can any bank belong to two associations.
The
capital and surplus of each bank belonging to an as

1. Whether the agreement between the Municipal

sociation would be jointly and severally liable to the

and the old Forest City union has any bearing on
the agreement between the Cleveland Electric and

government for any deficiency in the amount nec

local 269 [the striking union] .
essary to pay the circulating notes after the sale of
2. Whether the international

association

has the

securities deposited, in case the notes are not re
right to revoke the charter of a local which has an

deemed. A national bank need have but 40 per cent
agreement with the railway company without the
of its capital in bond-secured circulation, instead of
company's consent.
50 per cent, as a condition precedent to taking out
3. Is the two-cent-an-hour agreement between the
additional circulation through an association. Banks .
Cleveland Electric and the union binding on the Mu
must keep a reserve in gold or lawful money against
nicipal as lessees of the Cleveland Electric?
additional circulating notes, such as is now provided
by law against deposits.

The limit of additional cir

culation which may be taken out for emergency uses
is fixed at $500,000,000.
+

When this bill came before the House on the

14th, it was rushed through with a vote of 184 to
145. The Fowler bill as a substitute drew only 15
Republican votes, although Mr. Fowler is the lead
ing Republican financier in the House.
+

The Senate acted on the 15th as quickly as the
House had acted the day before. A special meet
ing of the finance committee was held in the morn
ing, which reported the House bill back with a
recommendation striking out all after the enacting
clause and substituting the original unamended
Aldrich bill (p. 10); and on the same day this
report was adopted in the Senate by 47 to 20. The
matter then went to a conference committee of
both Houses.
•+

+

The Cleveland Street Car Strike.

The street car strike impending in Cleveland at
the time of our last report (p. 157) broke out on

The dispute concerns only the employes of the old
Cleveland Electric, on the one hand, and the mu
nicipal holding company, which is now the lessee
of the Cleveland Electric, on the other; the rela
tion of the employes of the old low fare company
to the municipal holding company, remains as
heretofore. It is only the employes of the Cleve
land Electric that are on strike.
+

On the 13th the striking union demanded of the
municipal holding company that pending the
arbitration conditions prior to April 27 must be re
stored, and that members of the union who have
been discharged or shifted must be replaced in
their old positions. The municipal holding com
pany responded that until the arbitrators decided
that the 2-cent-an-hour contract was binding upon
it, it would observe only its own contract with the
other union, whose charter had been revoked. On
the 15th the strike was voted for, and on the 16th

it began. Violence soon broke out. Cars were
stoned, trolley wires were cut, and dynamite was
placed on the tracks. President Du Pont of the
municipal holding company gave out the follow
ing statement:
-

the 16th at 3 o'clock in the morning.

The basis

We have been ready from the beginning of the

of the strike is the claim of 2 cents an hour in
trouble to arbitrate all differences.

The offer of ar

crease, under a contract with the old company
making this increase contingent upon getting their

bitration came from the union and we accepted it.
As to the discharge of men, that was made inevitable

franchise renewed; and on the further ground that
men have been discharged by the municipal com

by the merging of the two systems. We laid off old
Cleveland Electric and Forest City men impartially.

:
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From the time the Municipal Traction Company took
charge there was a spirit of disloyalty and insub
ordination among some of the old employes, making
their service inefficient and subjecting patrons to in
tolerable discourtesy and inconvenience. Such dis

bers are to be elected by a system of indirect vo

ting.

The fundamental principles of the new

constitution were announced in the Golden Hall

of the palace by Grand Duke Frederick in the pres
ence of the state officials and commissioners from

charges as were made were for cause.

The Mu

nicipal not only raised the wages of the men 1
cent an hour when it took over the system, but gave
them free uniforms. This made the maximum pay
in Cleveland 25 cents an hour. There are only three
or four street railway systems in America that pay
as high as this.

Mecklenburg-Schwerin and Mecklenburg-Strelitz.
At night Schwerin was gayly illuminated in com
memoration of the event.
====:

NEWS NOTES

-

+

After violence had been reported and about noon
of the 16th Mayor Johnson issued the following
proclamation:

—A strike for an increase of wages from $11.25
to $13 a week has been voted by the Chicago truck
drivers.
—The Western annual conference of the Unitari

Violence resulting in destruction of property and
injury to persons having already occurred on the

ans of the United States began at Chicago on
the 18th.

streets, consequent on the street railway strike, I

have instructed the Chief of Police to preserve order
and protect property with all the force at his com
mand. I hereby notify the public that I will use the
full power of the city to supply all necessary assist
ance to the police authorities, and I warn all persons
that disturbance will not be tolerated and disorder

will be met with force adequate to suppress it.
+

—A tornado on the 13th destroyed three small
towns in Louisiana—Gilliam, Bollinger and Oil City.

Many persons were fatally injured.
—William J. Bryan addressed 12,000 Norwegians
at Chicago on the 17th at the celebration of the 94th

anniversary of the Norwegian Constitution.
—At the general elections to the Diet of Japan,
held on the 15th (vol. x, p. 949), the Constitution

º
alists secured a large majority, and the government
expects to be supported in the Diet by a majority

Probable Autonomy for Iceland.

Over all combinations.

A commission composed of members of the Dan
ish and Icelandic parliaments has been consider
ing the question of autonomy for Iceland, some
thing the Icelanders have long desired (vol. x.,
p. 757). The commission reported to King Fred
erick on the 14th a bill constituting Iceland “a

free, autonomous and independent country, united
to Denmark by a common king and common inter
ests, and forming with Denmark a state federa
tion—the United Danish Empire.” To become
law the bill must be approved by the parliaments
of both countries.
•+

*H

—Walter A. Wyckoff, assistant professor of politi
cal economy at Princeton, and famous a few years

ago as an investigator, in the guise of a workman, of
industrial conditions, also as a popular writer of
labor experiences in the magazines (vol. i., no. 11,
p. 6), died at Princeton on the 15th. He was 43
years old.
—Successful flights through the air in an aero
plane were made by Wilbur and Orville Wright at
Kill Devil Hill, N. C., during the first half of the
month. On the 14th, after a flight of eight miles in
7 minutes and 40 seconds, the greatest air flight
ever made, the aeroplane was wrecked through a

mistake in steering.

Constitutionalism by Gift.
—The statistics of exports and imports of the

The Grand Duchy of Mecklenburg-Schwerin
ceased to be the only state in Germany without a
constitutional government, on the 12th, according
to cable dispatches of that date. Mecklenburg

Schwerin and Mecklenburg-Strelitz, originally one
grand duchy, separated in 1701, lie on the north
of Prussia—Mecklenburg-Schwerin against the
Baltic Sea. Their political institutions, which are
very ancient, have continued to be feudal; but in

March, 1907, the two Grand Dukes announced
their intention of introducing a form of constitu
tional government. That promise has now been
fulfilled. There has been hitherto one landtag, or
diet, for both grand duchies, seats and votes in
which have belonged to the holders of “knights’
estates” and to the mayors of specified towns in

the two grand duchies. Under the new constitu
tion the landtag becomes elective. Suffrage is to
be according to property classifications, and mem
z

|United States (p. 85)

for the ten months ending

April 30, 1908, as given by the statistical sheet of
the Department of Commerce and Labor for April,

1908, were as follows (M. standing for merchandise,
G. for gold and S. for silver):
M.

Exports.
. . . . . . . . . . $1,631,906,065

G.

.. . .. .. . . .

S.

. . . .. . . . . . .

Imports.

Balance.

$1,018,345,740 $613,560,325 exp.
37,250,293 , 141,775,668
104,525,375 imp.

49,445,508

37,655,511

11,789,997 exp.

$1,718,601,866

$1,197,776,919

$520,824,947 exp.

From 1897 to June 30, 1907. . . . . . . . . . . . . . $5,008,699,071 exp.
Total from 1897 to date. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $5,529,524,018 exp.

—A threatened strike on the Chicago street car

lines has been checked by legal proceedings. The em
ployes' organization decided to strike unless em
ployes who have left the organization are discharged.
This action was met by an application by the non
union men for an injunction against the company re

straining their dismissal, and against the union re
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straining it from conspiring to force their discharge.
A stipulation that the strike await the action of the

than the system in use across the Columbia river.

court on the injunction has been made.
—A call has been issued for the first national Good

tax.

Roads Congress, to meet in Chicago June 15th,
and in Denver July 6, these dates being deemed the
psychological time for a nation-wide conference on

Free Assemblage and Free Speech.

the subject of better highways, inasmuch as they are

the two days immediately preceding the opening of
the national conventions of the principal political par
ties. The call is signed by the governors of 30
States, the mayors of 50 cities, the executive officers
of the National Grange, Good Roads associations,
Farmers' leagues and Labor organizations.

This, it will be seen, is a long step toward the single
+

The (St. Louis)

+

Mirror

(ind.), April

9.-Free

speech is not to be suppressed because a mentally
maimed person plots a massacre with himself in re

venge for police maltreatment. The right of peace
able assemblage is not to be shut down upon simply
because the assemblers gather together to express

unpopular opinion or discontent.

What was a wrong

as to the abolitionists is a wrong as to the anarchist.
It only requires that enough of us resent Salvation

Army tactics to justify the authorities in suppressing
the street

PRESS OPINIONS

gatherings

of

that

organization.

Free

speech should be held sacred, because while to-day
we may be the suppressors of the unpopular idea,
to-morrow our idea may be the unpopular one and
suppressed by others. The more unpopular the

Governmental Form and Substance.

W. G. Eggleston in San Francisco Star (dem. Dem.),
March 28.-Forms of government are of less import

speech, therefore, the freer it should be, short always

ance than the

England

of open incitement to riot, destruction and murder.
As a matter of policy, even, unrestrained free speech

reigns without ruling; but the private owners of our
public highways rule us without reigning. If it be
necessary to make a choice, it is better to have the
substance of self-government without the form, than

Again, persecution propagates what it persecutes.

substance.

The

King of

form without substance.

+

•+

The Single Tax in South Africa.
Izwi Labantu (Voice of the People) (East London,
South Africa), March 10.-The suggestion of a tax
on land values appears to us to be from what we

have gleaned about it, one eminently worthy of the
careful consideration of our Colonial statesmen.

The

suggestion was made by a Bechuanaland farmer at
the last Farmers' Congress, that idle lands should

be taxed five per cent.
South Africa, and

The proposal is novel to

would meet with the strongest

opposition from the conservative land monopolists;
but the writing is already on the wall, and the thin
end of the wedge of Henry George's great Panacea
for the ills of tax-burdened communities is advanced

one step at least by the thought of the Single Tax.
First thought, then expression, and then action, and
lo, the Single Tax is with us.
+

is best.

It is a means for the blowing off of steam.

Ideas cannot be

suppressed by police clubs, any

more than by burning books and their authors. The
breaking up of meetings is not necessary. They
can be policed as any other big crowd is policed in
a city, from a procession to a fashionable wedding.
The police broke up the Union Square meeting be
fore an incendiary word, before any word was ut
tered. The crowd was dispersed before the bomb
was thrown. The forbidding of meetings in public
places is a great mistake of politics and of adminis
tration. It is especially bad in times when men are
involuntarily out of work and hungry. It is good
to see that the saner newspapers of the country dis
courage all proposals to forbid meetings and
speeches.
*
•F

The Religious Life.
The (Elkhart, Ind.) Secular

Church, May.—The

Secular Church does not stand for the propagandism
of any particular church denomination; nor does it
seek the repression of any. Rather it stands for re
versing the usual order observed in the interpreta

+

tion of the facts of religious experience.

Experiments in Taxation.

Instead of

esteeming man’s profession of faith, his observance

25.-At last there is to be a chance to practically test

of the rites of religion and his membership with
some church as determining his religion, while his

two systems of taxation diametrically opposite to

amendment of life corresponding to these various ex

each other as to method.
watch
the
experiment.

ternal things is only an evidence of his sincerity,

The Dubuque Telegraph-Herald (ind. Dem.), April

It will be profitable to
The neighboring

States of Washington and Oregon are moving in curi
ously divergent paths in the matter of taxation.
Washington has exempted money and evidences of
debt from taxation, and claims to have experienced
an inrush of capital for investment in consequence.
Oregon is considering exempting from taxa
tion the tools of industry.
The theory of the

the Secular Church maintains that the principles one
observes in life are the original and the only sub

stantial expressions of his religion, from which he
may on occasion as a spontaneous and recreative out-

-

pouring of his emotions bring it forth in the observ.

ances of outer worship in form and ritual.

-

+

•+

+

promoters of the change is that while people with

Under the stimulus of small many-mixed motives

money may go to Washington to escape taxation on

like these, a great deal of business has been done
in the world by well clad men whose names are on
charity lists, and who do not know that they are
base.—George Eliot, in “Falix Holt.”

their capital, men who wish to engage in industry
will be attracted to Oregon, and that in the end this
will make a rich and more productive commonwealth

*
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Smoking cigars, and the price of one of the cigars
would furnish a wholesome lunch for an economi

RELATED THINGS

cal workingman. It is not that the men should be
censured for the smoking that the fact is men
tioned, but for the contrast in their condition and
that of the being upon which their gaze was di

CONTRIBUTIONS AND REPRINT

PARKER NO. 2.

rected.
The crowd encircled the door of the bank so

For The Public.

* When you Democratic delegates shall gather in the
town

Of Denver, and look westward on the Rockies' fringe
of down,

-

Men, remember it's as certain as that fringe of down
is Snow,

And as certain as you’re meeting on the plain that
lies below,

-

That should Minnesota. Johnson be the man picked
out by you,
All

our votes will
No. 2.

in November make him

Parker

If you hear the boodle jingling—bribery music of the
Street;

Or if men like Hill or Belmont wait upon you, look

that the entrance was much obstructed. Every
eye was turned downward to some object that rest
ed upon the steps of the entrance. A movement
of the wall of humanity that obstructed my view
disclosed, reclining upon the steps of the bank,
something that resembled the form of a man. It
was something that had originally been a man.
The reclining form was dressed in the cheapest
sort of clothing—clothing that a self respecting
workingman in secure possession of a job at ordi
nary wages would reject. But all thought of the
clothing or of the standing of the person who wore

the clothing was driven from my mind by a
glimpsé of the face of the man.
It was rough and unshaven,

ing Sweet;

Or if Guffey tries to work you or to boss you, then
look out!

And of Mr. Quinn and Roger C. have everlasting
doubt.

For, in case of nomination, they all know as well as
you

That Minnesota Johnson will be Parker No. 2.
Do not listen to the envoys of the gang called “safe
and sane,”

They will try to demonstrate to you that only they

but under

the

roughness was plainly visible the paſlor of death,
and under the dirt and the repulsiveness of the
material form could be seen by those who would
look, the original beauty and purity of the soul
as it came to earth from the hands of the Creator,
The crowd closed again around the form of the
dying man. Among them were some who were not
well dressed, and these were nearest the man and

doing the little that could be done to ease the pains
of the passing soul.
The passing moments hurried on and the clang
-

have brain;

Even when they talk of Grover and extol him every

of a bell announced the arrival of the ambulance

Way,

Cut them short, and very gently lead them to your
door, and say:

“Sirs, in case of nomination, we know well and so
do you,

-

That your Minnesota Johnson will be Parker No. 2.”
There is just one man to tie to, one that always has
been free;

And you know—that's why you're cheering—he is
William Jennings B.
He's the one that we have faith in ; he's the one we
know is just;

He is not and won't be shackled by the shackles of a
Trust.

But, if Johnson should be chosen, this is what our
votes will do:

They will make him, and you know it, Alton Parker

of the Health department, and soon careful at
tendants took the suffering form to the hospital
and the crowd dispersed. I could not follow the
form to the hospital, and following would have
done no good, for all that man can do for man
when the stage in existence is reached that the
material is hovering on the brink of the eternal,
was done by the agents of Charity.
But the face of the man haunted me, and the
question came, Why should Charity wait till the
man is at the point of death, before it steps in
with its kindly and beneficent aid 2 And then the
thought came that there is a constant cry in our
ears and a constant appeal to our sympathies for
more contributions to charitable institutions, and
that the resources of the tender-hearted are taxed

No. 2.
G. T.

+

+

E.

+

WHO IS TO BLAME?
For The Public.

to the utmost to provide ways and means for the
rescue of those that are falling by the wayside.
Then it came to me with startling clearness that
somewhere in the economy of the Creator of the
universe and the Maker of men there must have

There was a crowd of men of all sorts standing

been some provision for the needs of the poor and

around the door of thº -ink as I came around the

the sick and the unfortunate, so that they should
not be left to be cared for solely by the contribu
tions of the tender-hearted, who are frequently the

corner on the way to the street car. Many of the
...en were well dressed and some of them were
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least able to spare. And the saying of some one
that the burden of caring for the desperately poor
falls upon the shoulders of the poor, came to my

mind, with the further thought that there might
be some connection between the extremely rich
and the hopeless poor. Can the one be the com
plement of the other?
Then there came to me a vision. I saw in my

“Well, I don’t know as it was so cheap after all.
Of course the mills came here after I bought it,
and the town was built up around it, and I laid
it out into town lots, and sold most of them for
big prices so that I made a tidy little spec' out of
it.

But then there was the risk I took.

The mills

vision a little log cabin which stood at the edge of

might not have come, and the town might not
have been built, you see.”
“You were pretty sure the mills were coming,

a small grove of beautiful trees; and lying to the

though,” said the other man.

south of the cabin was a field of corn flanked on

“Well, reasonably so. I had a contract with the
company to put up the mills on some of my other
property,’” said the man with the cigar.
“You must have made nearly a million out of

either side by another of oats and wheat. In front
of the cabin stood a woman holding a child in her
arms, and the little child, too small to speak, was
waving its little hands at a man who was coming
up from the cornfield leading a horse. He had
been following the plow all day clearing the weeds
from the corn, and now he was being greeted by
the welcome of his first born child. My vision
cleared and as the man reached forward and took

the child from the arms of the woman and placed
it upon the back of the horse and led it to the
little log barn, the face of the child was turned
toward me, and I saw in it the face of the man
in the ambulance of the Health department.
The vision faded, and as I passed along another
came to take its place. The little cabin with its
surrounding frame of green trees and growing
crops was gone, and in its place there stood a huge
factory with its hideous and sordid surroundings
of tenement houses, and its clouds of smoke pol
luting the air. The darkness came on, and the

filthy windows of the great buildings gave forth
a dim light, and the whir of the revolving wheels
and the din of the clattering machinery stopped
not for the night. And I saw that the huge mill

the deal all round.”

“No, hardly that much. Around three quarters
of it. And Bob-oh, he took the price of his farm
and went over on the bottoms and bought him
another place. The floods came along the next
spring, and Bob was drowned trying to save his
cows. The widow and the little boy couldn’t make
a go of it there—floods every year you see; and so
they came to town after the factory got to run
ning, and she and the little boy went to work in
the mill. Good thing for the poor folks, isn't it,
to have a place where the women and the little
children can get easy jobs? Mill didn’t agree with
the widow, and quick consumption took her. The

boy got sleepy one night, and lost two fingers and
his job too. I heard he went to Chicago. There's
lots of jobs there most as good as these in the
mill, but not so steady.” A huge cloud of smoko
rolled up from the fat cigar, and the vision faded.
And the answer to my query was written in the
cloud of smoke. Three quarters of a million dol

lars’ profit from one little farm, going from the

was filled with women and with little children
who watched the endless movements of the cir

people who were forced to use the farm into the
pocket of the man who held the title. The value

cling wheels; and among the little children I saw

made by the energies of the whole people taken by
the one. There was the provision made by the

white-faced men whose sole business was to see

that the little ones did not fall asleep in the long
watches of the night, and suffer death, or maim
ing worse than death, from the cruel claws of the
power driven machines. The little ones were
pale and lifeless. They were old before their
time, for the wealth of the world was taking trib
ute of their helplessness, and blood and flesh and
human souls were being coined into dollars, and

the coiners were seemingly blind to the blood that

Creator of the Universe for the common needs of

all. Why is it that all of us permit a few of us
to absorb the fund designed by Providence for
public purposes that will benefit all of us? Who
is to blame?
GEORGE V. WELLS.

-

+

+

+

THECIVICMISSION OF THECHURCH

stained the coinage. I looked at the weary little
forms, and among them I seemed to see the face

Paper Read by Henry George, Jr., Before the Congress
of the Episcopal Church at Detroit, May 13, 1908.

of the man in the ambulance of the Health do

The subject of “The Civic Mission of the
('hurch,” upon which I have been invited to read
a paper before this Congress, does not leave room

partment.

The vision faded, and I saw another.

It was a

luxuriously furnished office. It might have been
a bank, or a broker's office. In it sat a well-dressed

for discussion as to whether the Church has or
has not a civic mission. The form of the text

and prosperous-looking man, smoking a fat and
prosperous-looking cigar. Another well-dressed

sideration is as to the nature of that mission.

man confronted him, and I heard him say to the
man with the cigar, “You got that farm from Bob
mighty cheap. What ever became of Bob?”

implies that it has, and the only question for con
Now the word “civic” means city, citizen, citi
zenship, and the word “mission” means duty; so

that “civic mission” carries the idea of the duty

-

A

|
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of citizenship—the relation of the citizen to the
community as a whole. The broad matter for con

sideration then is the Church's duty in respect to
general citizenship.
But the Church has not to deal with all matters

of general citizenship. Its domain is only that of
łod’s laws. It has nothing to do with human en
actments, except as they transgress God's laws.
The civic mission of the Church is therefore lim

ited. It does not include all the phases of general
citizenship, but is restricted to propounding the
divine ordinance underlying it—God's mandate
governing civilization. That mandate is justice,
and justice is the natural order.
To those who will not be blind, this natural

rise of the multi-millionaire, dizzy or drunk with
overflowing riches, has come an army of tramps,
degraded into brutishness by poverty.

We are justly proud of our growing cities, of
our schools, libraries, theaters, museums, hospi
tals; of our developing public works, of our na
tion’s gathering greatness. But what of our men,
women and children? Are they improving—
physically, mentally and morally—not some of
them, but as a whole?

It is certain that faster than our population
have grown great evils. There has been, not a
decrease, but a more than proportionate increase in
high crimes and misdemeanors, in insanity, in sui
cides, in divorces, inversely with the number of

order is as obvious, simple and beautiful as are any
of the manifestations in the physical universe. It
is that men shall, by applying their labor to land,
produce the things needed to satisfy their animal

births in certain circles.
And what now is the standard of our business

needs, and then rise out of their animal selves to

are the methods of our “captains of industry”
when a single company, after trial in court for un
lawful discriminations, is sentenced to fines aggre
gating $29,000,000? What noisome things are
coming to light in manifold Federal, State and
municipal searchings into the operations of great
transportation and other privileged corporations?
And then our politics—corruption upon cor
ruption l Not the old-time petty spoil of office
and little graft, but the huge graft of special
grants and immunities. To obtain such privileges,
parties are subsidized, officials bought, courts in
fluenced and money or other consideration placed
“where it will do the most good”
As to Federal politics, it has been charged on
the floor of Congress, and stood without denial,
that $16,000,000 was paid for victory in a recent
Presidential struggle—$16,000,000 for victory and
“Honest Money”
And as for State politics—we smile when Penn
sylvania is called “corrupt and contented,” and
when other parts of the country are described as
“comfortably rotten” . The cynic among us de
fines “Goo-goo”—the Good Government man—as
“a good citizen who has never been tempted” . To
such a pass have we come in the State of New
York that the prayer of a minister called in by
chance to offer a morning invocation in the State
Assembly at Albany, attracted little attention, al
though what he said was this: “Oh, thou merci
ful God, we thank Thee this morning for the re
alization that Thou art the Supreme Legislator of

the higher levels of the mind and the spirit.
Land is Nature's storehouse, and, taken as a
whole, is inexhaustible. It is capable of minis
tering in abundance to every physical desire, so
that there shall be no want where men are willing
to work. And to guarantee this, the natural order
ordains that all shall have equal access to this
storehouse, and, as going with this, that labor shall
be without let or hindrance, and that no fines,
charges or exactions shall be put upon its fruits.
In a word, the natural order decrees that labor

and the fruits of labor shall be free, and that all
men shall have equal opportunity to enjoy nature's
bounties. None shall have a right of levy or a
right of exclusion, any more than any shall have a
right of theft. If any be excluded or have even
part of their labor's fruits taken from them, they
are robbed, and the divine law of justice is trans
gressed—the law of the equality of opportunity
and the freedom of labor. As the expounder of
God’s ordinances, it is the duty of the Church
to protest and with all its might to assert the
natural order.

That the divine law of justice has been trans
gressed among our people—that there has been a
wide departure from the natural order—is pal
pable. And as a consequence, there is a strife and
confusion worse than that which fell upon those
who sought to war against God by building a
tower to heaven. Look at the state of things
among us to-day and say if a great punishment is

morals when lying and cheating have so character
ized the recent era of “frenzied finance” 2 What

not upon us.

the universe.

Of all the countries on the globe, ours is the
most blessed in respect to the abundance and
richness of natural opportunities, and the mixture
of bloods running through the veins of our people.
We are also blessed with a greater production of
wealth than any other people.
Yet wide and widening social disparities exist.
Some have superabundance of luxuries, while in

guished body, and when life's journey is at an end,
we ask Thee to bring us to that General Assembly
where Jesus Christ will be the Speaker, and busi
ness shall be transacted without graft or the dic
tation of lobbyists'
Who will say that all this poverty and suffering,
these swollen fortunes and debauchery, this lying
and cheating in business pursuits, this mad scram
bling and turmoil, this unbalancing of minds and

creasing thousands are harried by want. With the

Bless the members of this distin
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seeking of death, this marital infelicity and re
fusal of parentage—who will say that all these
things are by divine intent? If any stand forth
and declare this, to him I say he blasphemes
against the Almighty. So far from being of the
natural order, they are consequences of departure
from that order.

For the far-spreading want on the one hand
and the concentrated riches on the other spring
from privilege in some form—sanctioned though it
be by human law—which appropriates from the
many what it lavishes upon the few.
The high crimes and misdemeanors, insanity,
suicides, divorces and refusal of progeny come, in
very large measure, out of either gluttony or

If times and terms are different, results are the
same. What is all land but “commons”? By
monopolization we “enclose” it. In effect we “un
people towns and un-corn fields.”
We not only acquire private possession of land,
but we hold vast quantities of it out of use
throughout this country—the East, the West, the
North, the South.

And we do it with all kinds

of land—city, suburban, farming, mineral, timber
and grazing. Whether we desire to use it or not,
wherever there is a prospect of a rise in value we
acquire and hold for this future enhancement. He
who wishes to use it must pay, not its present
value in use, but a price based upon what he would
have to pay for it at some future time if its owner
starvation.
were to continue to hold it. And the greater the
The perversion of business morals results either prospect of future demand for it, the higher the
from a striving for privileges that will rob their present price.
holders into riches, or from a fear of the devil
Thus land is made artificially scarce. Vast quan
of want, or from both.
tities are locked up against users. The accessible
The corruption of politics flows in the main parts of Nature's storehouse are claimed by some
from grants, immunities and other special privi as their private property.
leges that are hung up as its prizes.
For instance, the distinguished head of the An
In face of these monstrous conditions, what is : thracite Coal Trust in Pennsylvania is reported
-

the Church to do P

Turn away and say:

to have said that “God in his infinite wisdom” has
“This is no business of

given the “property interests of the country” into
the hands of some “Christian men” who will take

ours”?

Or, moved to do something, is it to preach the
ostracism of the riotous rich, tell the more seemly

rich that their riches are a stewardship, and, while
deploring that the poor are so many and constant,
preach a new crusade for charity?

care of everybody else.

In his case it was the

anthracite coal fields.

But how do such men—Christian or otherwise—

take care of everybody or anybody else? By mak
ing them pay a scarcity price for the thing con

Charity is good in its way, but what of justice?
Tolstoy has said that the privileged are willing
to do anything for the poor—except get off their

trolled.

backs.

quantity of mineral than they now turn out. An
increase in supply would mean cheaper coal.

Is the Church to be handmaiden to Privi

lege? Or is it to preach that religion underlying

The Creator made coal lands in abun

dance. If put generally to use, the anthracite coal

fields, for instance, would yield a vastly greater

Cheaper coal would mean a greater consumption
in commerce and manufactures, as well as domes
God’s children, special privileges to none?
John Moore, an Episcopal divine writing in the tically. And the greater output of the mines would
beginning of the last half of the 17th Century on mean more demand for miners and therefore high

social and political affairs—equal rights for all

“The Crying Sin of England,” exclaimed: er wages.
But the policy of the “Christian men” control
“Shame it is for any Christian society, city or
town, to take no more care for the poor than that ling these and all other mineral lands is not to
they be forced to beg. But how great a shame is open them and make their products cheap, but to
it for a gospel magistracy not to suppress Make limit their use and make their products dear.
The evil of land speculation is observable with
beggars, which make such swarms of beggars in
counties, cities and towns. I cannot but lift up monstrous effects in our greatest and richest city.
my voice like a trumpet, and tell these Make-beg Within the corporate limits of Greater New York
gars their sins and these greedy gripes their trans there is land enough to give each family in its
gressions. They care not how many beggars they population a quarter of an acre of ground. But
make so themselves may be gentlemen, nor how speculation has made the land enormously dear,
many poor they make so themselves may be rich. and so the population does not spread out, but
I mean the un-sociable, covetous, greedy broods of crowds together. Village populations are found
those wretches, who by their inclosures of com in single square blocks. A million people swarm
mons do un-people towns and un-corn fields. Ques the tenement regions—whole families and lodgers,
tion many of our beggars that go about from door too, frequently sleeping together in single rooms.
to door, where they dwell and why they go about Dr. Felix Adler recently told of a case of three
a-begging? Alas, master, say they, we were forced women and three men, all unmarried, sleeping to
out of such a town when it was inclosed, and since gether in one room. What chance have morals
with such crowding 2
we have continued a generation of beggars.”
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But if we admit that this monopolization of

land is wrong, what are we going to do about it?
Divide up the land and give each his share? Have
the Government take over the land and rent it

posed would do them, we would solve the great

social problems that now confront and confound
us. Superabundant riches and involuntary pow
erty would both disappear. Insanity, self-killing,

out? No; the one is impossible; the other need
less. The simple easy way to do—the way made
feasible by our present governmental machinery—
is to tax the value of land, what the political econ
omists call “economic rent,” into the public

divorces and race-suicide would be reduced to a

treasury.

Nor would this take away Yrom private initi
ative, from individual incentive. On the contrary,
it would give opportunities to the individual, give
greater chance for the play of his bent and the
development of his latent powers. It would change

That would tax away all the advantage of specu
lation. Indeed, it would fine whoever held valu
able land out of use.

It would make him use it

or give it up to someone who would use it. The
actual quantity of land would not be greater, but
the quantity made available to users would be
much increased. The price of land would go
down. The demand for labor in every direction
would increase. Competition among laborers would
lessen, wages would rise, and the hours of work
would shorten. It would wipe out the trade unión,
for who would give up his freedom to join a union
when all that he desired—plenty of employment,
high wages and short hours—could be had with
out it?

And since the great revenue from land values
would more than meet the present needs of Gov
ernment—and increase with the natural rise of

land values—all the taxes now bearing so heavily

minimum. Public morals would improve, poli
tics purify and our nation become more nearly
what was intended by the Fathers—a nation of
uals.

-

him from “brother to the ox” to the “roof and

crown of things.” It would liberate mind and
spirit in millions now groveling in the lower ani
mal levels. It would bring a civilization such as
only the pure in heart have seen. It would bring
the reign of the natural order—the divine law.
To preach and strive for this is the civic mis
sion of the Church—not for peace, peace, where
there is no peace; not for charity, but for justice
—the justice of natural law. If the Church shall
do this, she will be as a city on a hill and become
the light of the world. But if she fail of this
mission, then for her will flame out upon the wall
the words: “Thou art weighed in the balances
and art found wanting.”

on labor and its fruits could be remitted.

Such a proposal means nothing new. We tax
land values to-day, but only lightly. Increase that
tax, and abolish all other taxes and their machin
ery, including that colossal humbug, the tariff.
Leave land titles as they are, undisturbed. Let

any call himself land owner who might please to
do so, and let him buy, sell, or bequeath.

But

BOOKS
PROGRESS OF SOCIALISM.
Socialists at Work.
By Robert Hunter, author of
“Poverty,” etc. Published by the MacMillan Com
pany, New York.

Price 1.50 net.

compel the owner, through taxation, to pay the
rights in land. It would observe the divine man

The socialist movement would appeal much
more strongly to what we may roughly describe
as American modes of thought, if its emphasis

date of equality of access to Nature's storehouse,
and would to great degree free labor of its pres

were usually placed where Mr.
place it.

ent encumbrances.

He endeavors, and perhaps with more success
upon the whole than he himself supposes, to avoid
the dangers incident to personifying economic in

annual value into the public coffer.

That would recognize the principle of equal

But to make labor entirely without let or
hindrance, we should also have to abolish the pri
vate toll-gate system we uphold along our avenues
of exchange. The public itself would have to
own and operate all the functions of its public

highways, because to give such functions into pri
vate hands would grant to such individuals a

power over others.
And thus by opening Nature's bounties to all

Hunter would

terests which cross class lines, but which socialists
are prone to consider as coinciding with class lines.

Nor does he find it necessary, in order to avoid
this error, to depart from socialist authorities.
He is able to quote Liebknecht as including “in
the working class all those who live exclusively
or principally by means of their own labor,” and

men equally, by cheapening land which all men
must use, by lifting from industry the huge bur

the first International as declaring that “the

den of taxation, by removing from politics the

class means not a struggle for class privileges and
monopolies, but for equal rights and duties, and

power to grant franchises to individuals which
now corrupts it, by cutting off the source of great

struggle for the emancipation of the working

fortunes and leaving in the hands of the masses

the abolition of all class rule.”
It is to be observed nevertheless that Mr. Hun

that large part of their labor's fruits taken from
them—by doing these things, and what I have pro

ter does not escape the serious error, common to
all socialist controversy, of measuring the relative
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importance of land monopoly by the relative
power of landlords as a class. For instance, at
page 157 he says that “nearly everywhere the
landed class are today less powerful in government
than the trader, the man of commerce, and the

San Francisco and St. Louis. The Carnegie Hall
proceedings are given in full, as are the addresses
at Boston, the remainder of the volume contain
ing selected addresses delivered at other places,

capitalist.”

possess no great landed power; whereas the fact
is that their landed power—much of it masked

pamphlets. Among the selected addresses are
those of Judge Mack of Chicago and Dr. Solis
Cohen of Philadelphia.

in corporate stock certificates—is as Samson's

*

The inference is that the latter three

hair was to Samson's strength.
But there is little attempt to deal with funda
mental principles. As its title implies, the book is
an attempt to picture socialism in action. Although
there is even in this respect an observable tendency
to confuse an evolution of the social organism
with socialist-party organization, somewhat as
pietists confuse religion with ecclesiasticism, yet
that is incidental and not very important. For
it is the activity of the party organization, after
all, that Mr. Hunter has set out to describe.

And

this he has done with more than the pen of a
chronicler.

together with pertinent editorial extracts

.

+

+

and

+

KARL MARX.
Karl

Marx:

Biographical

Liebknecht.

Translated

Memoirs.
by

Ernest

By

Wilhelm

Untermann.

Published by Charles H. Kerr & Company, Chicago.
Personal notes of the father of “scientific so

cialism,” of which the translator has endeavored,
as he explains and satisfactorily as the reader will
be likely to testify, to “preserve as much of the
delightful freshness and racy strength of Lieb
knecht's style” as he could without doing violence
to the English language.

It is not a collection of memoranda

but a picture, that he has given us.
To the provincial American, and no less so to
the globe-trotter who sees much of the world that
is a-dying and but little of the world that is

a-borning, this interesting book would prove a
revelation. The magnitude of the socialist or
ganization in Germany, where it may be said to
have originated, its strength and the intellectual
aristocracy of its leadership in Italy, its political
peculiarities and power in France, its development
in Great Britain, and its economic as well as its

political surprises in Belgium, countries in which
the author personally observed its manifestations,
are described with picturesque strokes, yet with
out prejudice to the important facts. Besides
these descriptions there are chapters on the pro
gramme of socialism, socialism and social reform,

socialism in the parliaments, and in art and lit
erature.

The story of the famous International

is told in another chapter; and in a supplementary
chapter, by Mr. Charles Lapworth, there are brief
statements of the origin and status of the move

Books received
—The Story of Jerry Simpson. By Annie L. Diggs.
Published by Jane Simpson, Wichita, Kansas.
—National and

Social

Problems.

By

Frederic

Harrison.
Published by the Macmillan Co., New
York. 1908. Price, $1.75 net.
—Erewhon; or, Over the Range. By Samuel But
ler. New and Revised Edition. Published by A. C.
Fifield, 44 Fleet street, E. C., London. Price, 2s 6d
net.

-

—The Labor Contract from Individual to Collective
Bargaining.
By Margaret
Anna
Schafner.
Pub

lished by the Wisconsin University, Madison, Wis.
Price 50 cents.

—The Religion of a Democrat. By Charles Zeub
lin, author of “A Decade of Civic Development,”
“American Municipal Progress,” etc. Published by
B. W. Huebsch, New York. Price $1 net.
—Labor History of the Cripple Creek District. A
Study in Industrial Evolution.

By Benjamin McKie

ment in all the countries not investigated by Mr.

Rastall, Economic Expert of the New York State De
partment of Labor. Published by the Wisconsin Uni

Hunter himself.

versity, Madison, Wis.

We should suppose that he must be a careless

student of affairs, or else an unwise one, who ig
nores a movement so vigorous as socialism appears

from this interesting volume to have grown to be.

Price 50 cents.

—The U. S. Government's Shame. The Story of
The Great Lewis Case. By Edwin C. Madden, Third

Assistant Postmaster General from July 1, 1899, to
March 22, 1907. Price 50 cents. Sent to any ad
dress by the National Book Company, Detroit, Mich.

*

F.

*F

JEWS IN AMERICA.

PAMPHLETS

The Two Hundred and Fiftieth Anniversary of the
Settlement of the Jews

in

the

United

States.

La Follette's Speech.

Published by the Co-operative Society, New York.
Senator La Follette's speech in the Senate on the

A memorial of the anniversary in 1905 mention
Hall, New York: at Faneuil Hall. Boston; at

Aldrich bill was so badly mangled in the newspaper
reporting that its publication in pamphlet form will
serve a highly useful purpose. His list of 62 direc

Philadelphia, Chicago, Cincinnati, New Orleans,

tors of two New York banks who held 1,007 director

ed in the title. Addresses were made at Carnegie
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ships in the great trusts, is alone of great signifi

persal by the police of the labor meeting at Union

cance.

Square.
+

The Coryell Lectures.

+

+

+

Taxation in Louisiana.
-

The Liberty Congregation lectures by John Rus

The address of M. H. Carver of New

Orleans,

made before the Louisiana Tax Commission last win
ter, which has attracted favorable attention even be

sell Coryell at Lyric Hall, New York, are well worthy
the attention they attract, judging by the pamphlet
reports of them (24 E. 21st St., "New York, price 5
cents) that occasionally reach us. “Making of Revo
lution" is one of the best for the strong American
note it sounds. Incidentally it contains what is prob

ciple that State Constitutions should contain no other

ably the best brief account yet published of the dis

tax clauses than that “the power of taxation shall

(||f||['S
SO(|M| Rf)[MPION

yond his State, has been published in pamphlet form.
Its argument is directed against the general property
tax as a proved failure, and in support of the prin

The Public
Is...a weekly review, giving in concise and plain terms
with lucid explanations and without editorial º
the news of the world of historical value.
It is also an editorial paper, and, though it abstains

from mingling editorial opinions with its news accounts,
it has opinions of a pronounced character, based upon

the principles of fundamental democracy, which, in the
çolumns, reserved for editorial comment, it expresses
fully and freely, without favor or prejudice, without fear

By MELVIN L. SEVERY

An original remedy for social ills, pos
sessing the startling advantage over most
other remedies that it requires no word of
legislation, does not have to wait for a fol
lowing, but can be started tomorrow by
three people, and succeed by an orderly
growth. The work is magnificently gotten
up, and comprises a “review of world-wide
conditions as they exist today, offering an
entirely new remedy for the evils they ex
hibit.” It is beautifully illustrated with
half-tones, charts and diagrams, and is
provided with a complete index. It is
such a work as ordinarily sells for $5.00 a
volume. It is in large 8vo., cloth; and con
tains 782 pages. By special arrangement
the work is here offered for the low price
of $1.50; by mail, $1.75.
The following are some of the opinions

of consequences, and without regard to any consideral
tions of personal or business advantage. Yet it makes
no , pretensions to infallibility, either in opinions or in

statements of fact; it simply aspires to a deserved repu
tation for intelligence and honesty in both.
Besides its editorial and news features, the paper con
tains a department entitled Related Things, in which
appear articles and extracts upon various subjects, verse
as well as prose, chosen alike for their literary merit
and their wholesome human interest in relation to the
progress of democracy.

-
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never be suspended, surrendered or contracted
away” and that “taxation shall be equal and uniform
as subjects of the same class throughout the terri

torial limits of the authority levying the tax, and
shall be levied for public purposes only.”
+

+

Industrial Education in Germany.
A valuable contribution to the discussion of indus

trial education is made by Otto C. Schneider, presi
dent of the Chicago Board of Education, in a recent
address before the Chicago Normal School, now is
sued in pamphlet form by the Normal School Press
(Chicago). Mr. Schneider's address refers espe
cially to the industrial- and commercial-education
Schools of Germany, of which he offers a lucid and

suggestive description. The German system, as he
describes it, would evidently be an excellent im

provement upon our classical uniformity, which as
has been acutely said, spoils 95 citizens out of
100 public school pupils in order to make five schol
ars. Yet it seems to be defective for American pur
poses on account of its marked tendency to class
segregation. This is doubtless a defect of detail,
however, and as Mr. Schneider in substance observes,
the system is One for our adaptation rather than
our comprehensive adoption.
+

+

streets cars should stop.
“Let us make it a rule,” said the motorman, “to

FRED,

Yellowstone Park

+

There was some confusion as to which side of the
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“Oh, as to that,” replied the instructor, “of course,
it’s impossible not to oblige

stop at the other.”

"But suppose there are people on both sides?”

somebody

once

in

awhile.”—Philadelphia Ledger.

ventured one less hardened by experience.
“I give you the password primeval; I give you the grip of democracy.”
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Ernest Crosby's Books
Labor and Neighbor, Ernest Crosby's post
humous economic message, which has
appeared serially in recent issues of The

A Book Ernest Crosby
Thought Well Of.
Did you notice the reference to “Briggs's book

Public, is now to be had in book form,

let” in a note to the eleventh chapter

simple but readable, bound in stiff drab

of Labor and Neighbor 2. Mr. Crosby left
with his manuscript of this chapter a note
reminding him that he was to “quote
points on co-operation in Briggs's book
let.” Do you know this “booklet”—“The
Single Tax,” by George A. Briggs : Very
likely not, for it is a modest little book,
printed for private circulation. But
Ernest Crosby and many more have found
it practical and illuminative. It comes in
stiff blue paper, at ten cents, and we have
twenty-three copies left.

paper with portrait of the author.

[.. If

you have missed reading any of the
chapters you will want the book to fill
the lapse, for every one of these chapters
treats a separate economic phase.
If
you have read every chapter as it ap
peared, you will want many copies of the
book to send to persons you know of,
making Crosby's message your message.
QI For this reason the book has been put
out plainly, and it is sold as close to the
margin of cost as the publishers dare to
carry it—that every one who finds Cros
by's message in these pages may be able
to make it his own message to every other
man of whom he believes that he has ears

to hear.

[.. We send, without charge for

postage, one book for twenty-five cents;
and for a dollar, six books; and for three

dollars, twenty books.

Garrison, the Non-Resistant, with its record of
a little known phase of William Lloyd
Garrison's life, and its remarkable non
resistant analysis of the Civil War situa
tion, is already known to you. We carry
that in the original blue cloth edition,
with portrait, at fifty cents, as formerly.

-

Fellowship Songs.
A collection of Hymns and Songs voicing
personal aspiration, civic and religious
purpose, social conscience and demo
cratic faith; compiled by Ralph Albert
son from such writers as

Lowell,

Whittier, Kingsley,Tennyson, Mackay,
Carpenter, Markham, Massey, Crosby,
Mrs. Gilman and W. C. Gannett.
Ernest Crosby's last written words for THE
PUBLIc were about these Fellowship
Songs. The review appeared in THE
PUBLIC of January 5, 1907, which went
to press on the morning of the 3rd, the
morning on which he died. Of the
Songs he wrote, among other things:
Ralph Albertson’s “Fellowship Songs” is an

‘ſ And we have just added to our stock

admirable collection of the best liberal hymns

a twenty-five cent edition, lacking the
portrait, bound in a heavy, durable drab
paper. There is no charge for postage on

progressive group of thinkers—liberal church,
woman's club or what not—would do well to lay

and poems, set to the best music. . . . . .

in a .

very

of “Fellowship Songs” and practice

its melodies.

either edition.

Handsome stiff cover with cloth back, 25 cts., postpaid.

Golden Rule Jones, the pleasant, human story
of the late mayor of Toledo, bound in the
same drab paper as the new Garrison, and
with a portrait, is almost out of print.
‘I We have only five copies left. [.. That
also is a twenty-five cent book, and is
sent without charge for postage.
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